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Current Cameras
Overview
DC2 – The newest camera in the RoadHawk range. This camera
sits between the DC-1 & HD. It is a big improvement over the DC-1
in terms of video quality, with up to 1080p available, image
stabilisation, low light sensor and compatibility with SDXC memory
cards. This camera can also be fitted with an external GPS
antenna, locking box solution and either a remote event trigger or
remote event and alarm output trigger.
SKU: R10006
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HD – Being the top of the RoadHawk range, the HD offers the very
best optics, low light sensor and full 1080p HD video, an optional
fit external GPS antenna (if GPS signal proves difficult to obtain)
and additional adjustability. This camera is suited to the client that
requires / wants a little extra. The RoadHawk HD also offers an
optional lock box solution to secure the memory card and power
lead against tampering.
SKU: R10003
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RH-2 – This is a 2 camera system, with a forward facing and in
vehicle camera. Mostly used by taxi, bus and coach drivers where
sight of the passengers is often needed. This camera also includes
a wired remote ‘event’ trigger button.
SKU: R10002
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Ride R+ – the next generation of camera designed for cyclists and
motorcyclists. Fully waterproof, small and discrete with loop
recording and time stamp making it ideal for both helmet and bike
mounting. Improvements include laser alignment, vibration alerts,
remote control and optional extended battery pack. This can also
be used on other vehicles where a waterproof camera is required
(and can also be powered by the vehicle)
SKU: R10007
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E10 – Our multi camera system. With up to 4 camera inputs, the
option of screen and multi configurable inputs, the E10 offers a
bespoke market leading solution for any vehicle looking to
eliminate blind spots by using cameras and a screen, for recording
of secure loads or for all-round recording in case of an RTC.
Full description of DVR and camera options available on request.
BOX Telematics, Roman Way, Roman Park, Coleshill, West Midlands, B46 1HG
T: 0330 333 4118
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Previous Cameras
Overview
DC-1 – Until the launch of the DC2 this camera was the best-selling
of the range, recommended by insurers as it offers suitable video
quality complete with G-force and GPS data, which when viewed
through the software, shows speed, position (using Google Maps),
time and shock data, as well as the video. We will be discontinuing
this camera in favour of the DC2 as stock runs out.
SKU: R10001
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RH720 – This is an entry level camera, which records in 720p HD
and offers date & time stamp. It is ideal for use as a secondary
camera or as a main camera if the vehicle has telematics system
fitted and the insurer is satisfied the camera data can be backed up
by the telematics. Kit includes hard wiring cable and auxiliary
lighter plug.
SKU: R10004
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Ride – Designed for cyclists and motorcyclists. As the unit is fully
waterproof, small and discrete, many drivers have fitted this
camera outside the vehicle when they wish to gain evidence in
areas not covered by another camera.
SKU: R10005
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RoadHawk HD, DC2 & DC-1
Accessories
Hard wiring kit for the RoadHawk HD, DC2 & DC-1 camera system.
Cable is 5m long and includes an inline fuse and 12v regulator allowing the
camera to be connected to any 12-32v DC system.
Input: 12 - 32v Output: 12v
SKU: R20012

Replacement of the standard 12v/24v power cable that is included with the
RoadHawk HD, DC2 & DC-1 camera system.
Cable is 5m with a standard vehicle auxiliary fused plug.
SKU: R20002
Suction mount for the RoadHawk HD, DC2 & DC-1 camera system.
Allows for easy movement of camera from vehicle to vehicle without having to
be worried about adhesive mounts on your windscreen.
SKU: R20003
Replacement sticky window mount for the RoadHawk HD, DC2 & DC-1 camera
system.
It is supplied with a 3M VHB sticky pad designed to give a super strong bond
between the camera mount and your window.
SKU: R20004

Set of 5 x Cable clips for all RoadHawk cameras systems.
With 3M VHB backing used to secure the cable around the screen of your
vehicle.

3M VHB sticky pad
These will allow you to re-use the sticky window mount for your RoadHawk HD,
DC2 & DC-1 after removal. Ideal when replacing a windscreen or changing your
car.

BOX Telematics, Roman Way, Roman Park, Coleshill, West Midlands, B46 1HG
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RoadHawk HD & DC2
Accessories

Replacement GPS antenna that is included with the RoadHawk HD and optional
on the DC2 camera system.
Perfect if you are having difficulty receiving a clear GPS signal in your vehicle.
Fully waterproof with magnetic base.
SKU: R20010

The Locking Box solution for the RoadHawk HD & DC2 camera system
Prevents user from removing the SD card or the power cable from the camera
without using the supplied key.
This solution was created for TFL approval of RoadHawk Dash Cameras.
SKU: R20011

RoadHawk DC2
Accessories
Connects to the DC2 camera to allow events to be triggered manually and
remotely and discretely. This means lorry drivers can activate the event function
without reaching for the camera and taxi drivers, without the passenger
noticing. Cable is 5m
SKU: R20060

Offers the same functions as the remote event button with the added benefit of
connection to a tracking / telematics system (please check compatibility),
offering the opportunity for the data centre to know when the camera has
created an event. Cable is 5m
SKU: R20061
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RoadHawk RH-2
Accessories

Replacement of the standard 12v/24v power cable that is included with the
RoadHawk RH-2 camera system to power the camera and the infra-red.
Cable is 5m with a standard vehicle auxiliary fused plug. Auxiliary plug also
allows for connection of the remote event button
SKU: R20020

Replacement sticky window mount for the RoadHawk RH-2 camera system.
It is supplied with a 3M VHB sticky pad designed to give a super strong bond
between the camera mount and your window.
SKU: R20021

Set of 5 x Cable clips for all RoadHawk cameras systems.
With 3M VHB backing used to secure the cable around the screen of your
vehicle.

3M VHB sticky pad
These will allow you to re-use the sticky window mount for your RoadHawk RH-2
after removal. Ideal when replacing a windscreen or changing your car.
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RoadHawk RH720
Accessories

A 5m Extension cable for the RoadHawk RH720 camera.
This cable is recommended when you require a longer cable run when fitting
the RoadHawk RH720 camera.
SKU: R20040

Hard wiring kit for the RoadHawk RH720 camera.
Cable is 1.5m long and includes an inline fuse and 12v regulator allowing the
camera to be connected to any 12-32v DC system.
For a longer cable run also purchase a RoadHawk 720 extension cable
SKU: R20041

Replacement of the standard 12v/24v power cable that is included with the
RoadHawk RH720 camera.
SKU: R20042

A spare 3M Adhesive windscreen mount for the RoadHawk RH720 camera.
Includes 2 x 3M pads (one already attached to the mount)
This is the same as the mount included with the RoadHawk RH720 camera.
SKU: R20043

Set of 5 x Cable clips for all RoadHawk cameras systems.
With 3M VHB backing used to secure the cable around the screen of your
vehicle.

BOX Telematics, Roman Way, Roman Park, Coleshill, West Midlands, B46 1HG
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RoadHawk Ride R+
Accessories
Pack of 3 spare flat surface tray mounts to fit the dogcam Bullet camera
system, allowing for more mounting options. Pro clamp and Pro adjustable
swivel clamp simply slide and clip into the tray. 3M sticky bond on base of
tray offers a semi-permanent fix to most flat surfaces.
SKU: D20101

Pack of 3 spare curved surface tray mounts to fit the dogcam Bullet camera
system, allowing for more mounting options. Pro clamp and Pro adjustable
swivel clamp simply slide and clip into the tray. 3M sticky bond on base of
tray offers a semi-permanent fix to most curved surfaces.
SKU: D20102

Spare Pro clamp to fit dogcam Bullet camera system. Requires either curved
or flat surface mount to this item.
SKU: D20103

Spare Pro adjustable swivel clamp to fit dogcam Bullet camera system.
Requires either curved or flat surface mount to this item.
SKU: D20104

Large flat base mount to fit the dogcam Bullet camera system, allowing for
more mounting options. Pro clamp and Pro adjustable swivel clamp simply
slide and clip into the tray. 3M sticky bond on base of tray offers a semipermanent fix to most flat surfaces. Ideal for surf boards and other large flat
surfaces that require the extra security of a large mount. When separated the
top (tray section) of this mount will enable you to attach the dogcam Bullet
camera to mounting systems from other market leading camera systems.
SKU: D20105
BOX Telematics, Roman Way, Roman Park, Coleshill, West Midlands, B46 1HG
T: 0330 333 4118
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Tripod tray mount to fit the dogcam Bullet camera system, allowing for more
mounting options. Pro clamp and Pro adjustable swivel clamp simply slide
and clip into the tray. This allows the dogcam Bullet camera to be mounted to
any photo standard 1/4" tripod mount.
This mount also allows for the use of zip ties for further mounting options.
SKU: D20107

Spare sealed rear cap to fit the dogcam Bullet camera system.
SKU: D20108

Spare vented rear cap to fit the dogcam Bullet camera system. Allows for
improved audio performance in quieter environments. Please note: The
camera is no longer fully waterproof with this end cap fitted.
SKU: D20109

Replacement Lens and seals pack to fit the dogcam Bullet camera system. No
need to purchase expensive housings or bin your camera if you get a scratch
or chip, with this cost effective solution.
SKU: D20110

Tether enables you to loop your dogcam Bullet camera on your wrist or tie it
off to help prevent the camera being dropped or lost.
SKU: D20111

Goggle mount to fit the dogcam Bullet camera system, allowing for more
mounting options. Pro clamp and Pro adjustable swivel clamp simply slide
and clip into the tray, allowing you to mount the camera onto goggles.
SKU: D20112
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Vented helmet mount to fit the dogcam Bullet camera system, allowing for
more mounting options. Pro clamp and Pro adjustable swivel clamp simply
slide and clip into the tray, allowing you to mount the camera onto a cycle
helmet and other vented helmets.
SKU: D20113
Hard wire kit to fit the dogcam Bullet camera system. This allows for the
camera to be powered by a vehicle allowing activation of the camera once
power is applied.
Fitting an in-line switch will allow more versatility of the dogcam Bullet
camera allowing it to be turned on and off remotely.
Not compatible when the remote control unit is fitted on the Bullet R+
SKU: D20115

USB power cable to fit the dogcam Bullet camera system, allows you to
extend the recording time by attaching a USB power pack (not included). This
enables continuous recording on your dogcam Bullet camera up to 6 hours
(using a 32GB memory card), dependent on the capacity of the USB power
pack used.
Not compatible when the remote control unit is fitted on the Bullet R+
SKU: D20116
USB power supply, specifically designed to fit the dogcam Bullet camera
system, allows you to extend the recording time of the Bullet camera system
whilst maintaining its waterproof ability.
Not compatible when the remote control unit is fitted on the Bullet R+
SKU: D20114
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RoadHawk Ride
Accessories
Cable pack.
Contains 1 x Waterproof Camera Cable, 1 x Waterproof Extension Cable 5m, 1
x USB Connector Cable (5v and Data), 1 x Hard Wiring Loom (12v)
SKU: R20050
Flat surface mount with 3M pad attached.
Designed to be used with either the Pro Clamp Mount or the Pro Swivel
Mount.
SKU: R20051

Curved surface mount with 3M pad attached.
Designed to be used with either the Pro Clamp Mount or Pro Swivel Mount.
SKU:R20052

Pro Clamp for the RoadHawk RIDE
This clamp is designed to be used with either a Flat Surface mount, a Curved
surface mount or bar mount (not included) It will also fit the dogcam Bullet
system including tripod thread adaptor tray and vented helmet mount.
SKU:20053

Pro swivel clamp for the RoadHawk RIDE
This clamp is designed to be used with either a Flat Surface mount, a Curved
surface mount or bar mount (not included) It will also fit the dogcam Bullet
system including tripod thread adaptor tray and vented helmet mount.
SKU:R20054

Double hook & loop mount
Ideal for mounting a RoadHawk Ride camera to a vented helmet or in-line pole
etc.
SKU: O20001

90deg Double hook & loop mount
Much like the double hook and loop mount but with a 90° twist. This is a great
mount for handlebars, glider struts and any other bars less than 1½” in
circumference.
SKU: O20002
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